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Attempt any five question in all selecting one question from each unit.

No supplementary answer book will be given to any candidate. Hence the candidates should write the
answer precisely in the main answer book only.
All the parts of one question should be answered at one place in the answer book. One complete question
should not be answered at different places in the answer book.

UNIT-I/D I
1. (a) What is Software ? Explain its various types in details.

(b) What is data communication?Explain Data transmissionmodes in details
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2. (a) What is Memory?Explaintypes ofMemory in Details.

(b) What do you mean by Bus system?Explain types of buses.
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II

What is an operating system ?Explain its types and functions.
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Write short note on:
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I. Modem and its functions.

II. Win

Zip and its Applications
UNIT-II/^BT

5.

What is Macro

-

II

inMS-Word ?What are its features ? How can we insert Macros in adocument?
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6.

What is Mail merge? Explain its Processin details.
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What is Cell Referencing ? Explain its types with examples
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8.

What is a database ? Write steps to create MS Access database.
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UNIT V/zPI- V
9.

What is a flowchart ? Explain the various advantages and disadvantage of flowcharting. Draw a
flowchart to find multiplication oftwo numbers.
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10. (a) Write a program in Cto check whether given number is even or odd.

(b) Write a
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is Prime or Not.
program in C to check whether a number
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